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Dear PCSD Board Members, 

 

Recently Governor Newsom issued a drought proclamation related to groundwater recharge that I 

found ironic. It's a statewide order, but it cites the issues in the Russian River Valley as a reason for 

swift action. I was born and raised in the Russian River watershed, and during El Nino storms in the 

90's I assisted my mom, a volunteer nurse with the Red Cross, with disaster relief during severe 

floods. The flooding around the Russian River has actually gotten worse, and so too have problems 

with lack of groundwater. Floods AND drought, floods AND limited groundwater: how can this be? 

Even when it floods this water quickly leaves the steep valley and flows into the ocean, where an 

estimated 80% of California's rainfall ends up. The issue in California isn't that we don't have 

enough water, it's that we're very bad at managing the fresh water God gives us each year: every 

Californian living anywhere in this state knows this problem all too well. 

 

Similarly in Ponderosa, one day the snow is reaching my roof and months later we're running out of 

water during a wildfire. Where did all that snow go from the last few winters? It's a silly question 

when your "wells" are on top of a literal mountain; gravity is bringing our water down to the Tule 

and Kern tributaries on both sides of Ponderosa, and aside from pumping a portion into our water 

tower we have no means to keep it where we need it. It's like holding up a cup of water with holes 

poked in the bottom and expecting it to stay full. We may have rights to 4 wells, but that doesn't 

mean we have the means to keep water *in* those wells, even after good snow years. 

 

This is a serious problem, and we need engineers to provide some solutions. I am not *that* kind of 

engineer, but I can do math, and basic math tells me even if we had our cute 3 acre pond it's nowhere 

near enough to supply our community. It's good for firefighting and ducks, but if it were also good 

for groundwater recharge our wells would have been full in 2020 when the pond was full and snow 

had been plentiful for a couple of years, yet we quickly ran out during the fires. Obviously the pond 

isn't the answer, and the fact that some Board members felt it *is* the answer has me seriously 

concerned that viable solutions are not getting enough attention. How else can we do more to retain 

our snowmelt and rain? We may not have rights to creek water, but the water that falls as snow and 

rain on our properties is OURS until it reaches any creek. How can we keep it, and direct it to where 

it can recharge our wells? How can we access funding to research this problem with updated 

hydrology studies and fund the infrastructure to address it effectively, LEGALLY, and in a way that 

will ensure we have water during future droughts?  

 

Some of the potential solutions may be simple to implement with the contractors we have on the 

mountain, like ditches. Our local roads lack ditches beside them, but if they had simple ditches more 

precipitation would percolate in place instead of flowing down our roads, where it is more likely to 

meet up with underground streams and creeks that take our water out of our community. I live above 

Crest Drive, which curves above Ponderosa Drive: if the flat section of Crest had a ditch it would 

catch the snowmelt from Snowflake and Ridge, which otherwise flows down Crest to Ponderosa 

Drive, near a seasonal creek that I suspect is draining that snowmelt out of Pondo. Smaller roads 

wouldn't need ditches, but they might have horizontal channel drains or gutters that drain to lower 

ditches.These ditches might be enhanced over time to direct flow to areas known to percolate into 

our water wells. We might then implement above ground or underground storage of this runoff using 

grant funding for groundwater replenishment systems. Alternatively, it might be one big 

infrastructure project to install ditches, swales, and strategic retention ponds. 

 



Imagine a future Ponderosa where snow ends up plowed into ditches, where it then drains into lined 

retainment ponds that pipe water *directly* into our main wells, guaranteeing the snow and rain gets 

to where we need it most. No more would the streets carry our water to the above/below-ground 

streams and out of Ponderosa, and no longer would we fear running out of waters in dry years: this is 

the future we need to be working toward.  

 

A note on personal water use per cabin: when I switched to low-water fixtures in 2019, I went from 

over 5 gallons per flush to 1.6, and it uses air so it never needs a second flush. If 100 toilets were 

switched out in Pondo this change alone could be worth over a million gallons; my cabin came with 

an antique water fixture and replacing that has surely saved a lot too. Having survived restricted 

water use for years, I estimate I need only 40,000 gallons of water for my cabin for full time living 

for my family of 4 including laundry, yet I have an allocation of 75,000, and no meter to penalize me 

if I misuse that water or allow a burst pipe to go undetected; also no reward for the investments I've 

made to be a responsible water consumer. Why not move to tiered billing to encourage owners to 

update fixtures and properly winterize to avoid large water bills? I have never had a burst pipe, why 

should I be paying the same as neighbors who fail to winterize and waste thousands of gallons due to 

burst pipes? Full community metering with tiered billing could go a long way to making sure our 

water system is sustainable. I think it is likely infrastructure upgrades would still be needed, but do 

we really have time to be delaying action on both fronts? 

 

I am sure you have thought of and discussed many of these ideas, but I think it is worth reminding 

the Board that you represent ALL current property owners, not just registered voters, and a secure 

water future is an issue that impacts ALL of us: if voters were opposed to these solutions in the past, 

that is not a reason not to pursue these solutions today now that there are new voters and new owners 

ready and willing to join the discussion. Many solutions didn't even exist before the last few years 

when groundwater replenishment became a statewide priority and the technology for hydrological 

studies has improved. There has never been a better time to pursue grant funding to solve our water 

issues.  

 

As a registered voter of Ponderosa and as a property owner, it is my expectation that the Board be 

pursuing all legal remedies and options to supplying our community needs. Board members who 

would act in violation of state water laws are not fit representation, but so too are board members 

who are resistant to new ideas to solving our community needs: there just isn't time for squabbling 

and drama or being stuck in how things have always been done. We haven't *always* had so many 

years of prolonged drought, and we have more cabins than ever, so the solutions of the past aren't 

likely to cut it in the future. Keep it legal, make it happen, be honest with the community about the 

challenges we face, and be open to community input. 

 

My sincere thanks for your service to our community. 

 

Best Regards,  

 

Angelique M. Russell 

57721 Ridge Dr. 

 

 

 

 


